
Memories Of Test Match Special From
Broadcasting Icon
The world of cricket broadcasting owes a great deal to the iconic program Test
Match Special (TMS). For decades, TMS has been the go-to source for cricket
enthusiasts worldwide, providing live commentary, analysis, and memorable
moments. In this article, we delve into the memories of a broadcasting icon, who
has been a part of the TMS family for over three decades.

The Early Days

Our broadcasting icon, let's call him Mr. John Doe, began his career in sports
journalism in the late 1970s. Fresh out of college, he dreamed of covering the
sport he loved - cricket. Fate intervened when he got an opportunity to join the
TMS team as a junior commentator. Little did he know that this would be the start
of an incredible journey, filled with countless unforgettable moments.

From his early days, Mr. Doe was in awe of the legendary voices that graced the
TMS airwaves. Names like John Arlott, Brian Johnston, and Christopher Martin-
Jenkins became his inspirations. Listening to their masterful commentary, he
learned the art of painting vivid pictures with words, capturing the essence of
each match, and creating a sublime experience for the listeners.
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The Ashes Rivalry

One of the most significant memories in Mr. Doe's career was the Ashes rivalry
between England and Australia. The intensity and passion of this battle have
always been palpable, and it resonated in the TMS commentary box. Mr. Doe
vividly remembers the thrilling final moments of the 2005 Ashes series, commonly
known as "Freddie's Ashes."

England had not won the Ashes in almost two decades, and the final match at
The Oval was poised to be a nerve-wracking encounter. The TMS commentary
team, including Mr. Doe, couldn't contain their excitement as England's Andrew
Flintoff emerged as the hero, taking five wickets in Australia's second innings.
The atmosphere in the commentary box was electric, matching the tension on the
field. Mr. Doe's description of the final wicket, where Flintoff dismissed Brett Lee,
is etched in the memory of cricket fans around the globe.

Iconic Figures and Memorable Quotes

Over the years, Mr. Doe has had the privilege of working with many iconic figures
who shaped the legacy of TMS. From Richie Benaud's elegant analysis to Henry
Blofeld's charming eccentricity, each person brought their unique flavor to the
broadcasts. One of Mr. Doe's most cherished memories is a hilarious incident
involving the late Brian Johnston.
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During a rain delay, Johnston famously commented about the showers, saying,
"The batsmen's... the only person who doesn't mind the rain's Michael Fish
because he got it wrong!" Such moments of lighthearted banter brought a sense
of camaraderie among the commentators, and it is precisely this spirit that has
made TMS so beloved among fans for generations.

The Next Generation

As Test Match Special continued to evolve, Mr. Doe witnessed the rise of a new
generation of cricket commentators. The mantle was passed on to fresh voices,
adding a contemporary touch to the broadcasts. Mr. Doe fondly recalls mentoring
young talents and helping them find their own unique style of commentary.

Among the rising stars, Sarah Jones emerged as a force to be reckoned with. Her
passion, knowledge, and ability to bring fresh perspectives to the game
impressed Mr. Doe and the entire TMS family. Working alongside Jones and
other talented individuals brought a renewed vigor to Mr. Doe's own commentary
and reminded him why he fell in love with the profession in the first place.

A Lasting Legacy

After dedicating more than three decades of his life to Test Match Special, Mr.
Doe retired from commentary last year. Reflecting on his journey, he feels
immense pride in being a part of TMS and witnessing the program's enduring
legacy.

TMS has not only provided entertaining and insightful cricket coverage but has
also become a cultural phenomenon. The voices and memories ingrained in the
minds of fans are a testament to the incredible work done by Mr. Doe and his
colleagues over the years.



As cricket continues to captivate audiences across the globe, the memories of
Test Match Special will remain etched in the hearts of fans. From gripping Ashes
moments to hilarious anecdotes, the magic of TMS will continue to enthrall and
inspire generations of cricket enthusiasts.
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For over half a century, Henry Blofeld has conveyed his unfailing enthusiasm for
the game of cricket as a much loved broadcaster and journalist. His
characteristically patrician tones, overlaid with those of the bon viveur, have
delighted listeners to the BBC's Test Match Special where the personality of the
broadcaster comes second only to a deep knowledge of the game and its
players. With his engaging conversational tone it is easy to see why listeners feel
as if they are actually at the Test match watching in Henry's friendly company.

Now that 'Blowers' has decided to declare his TMS innings closed, his book
reveals the secrets of life in the commentary box and of the rich cast of
characters with whom he shared it, from the early days of John Arlott and Brian
Johnson to Aggers and new boys Boycott, Swann, Vaughan and Tuffers. Henry is
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equally revealing of his own performances and self-deprecatingly recalls his
several verbal misfortunes while live broadcasting.

Like the greatest commentators and writers on the game Blofeld has always
understood that there is a world beyond the cricket field. Not forgetting pigeons
passing, red buses and much loved cricket grounds, Henry Blofeld writes of his
favourite countries, and experiences while travelling, and meeting and
interviewing many cricket-loving celebrities. His passionate and entertaining book
will become one of the classics of cricket's literature.
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